Founded more than 30 years ago, we are the leading Mexican airline in regional flights with the longest uninterrupted trajectory in the country, which is synonymous with its commitment, compliance and excellent quality service.

- 22 national and international destinations
- 8 exclusive routes
- More than 70 national and international flights daily
- +850,000 passengers transported per year
Our fleet is made up of ATR models, being the most modern turboprop aircraft in the world, of French-Italian origin, we have the most modern fleet in Mexico.

- Eco-friendly technology.
- The takeoff and landing distance is shorter.
- 10 ATR-600 aircrafts.
- With an average age of just three years.
- We fly at a height of 20,000 feet allowing us to have the view of extraordinary landscapes.
La Experiencia de Volar
Benefits

- Courtesy drinks on board
- Checked baggage up to 23 kg*
- Aeromar Lounge
- Advance your flight the same day

We improved our In-flight Service

Add Points to the Program
Redeem your miles
International Agreements

- United
- Interjet
- KLM Royal Dutch Airlines
- Iberia
- Alaska Airlines
- Avianca
- Turkish Airlines
- ANA
- Hahn Air
- APG Airlines
- Alitalia
- Air France
- Copa Airlines
Our Network
Safety measures - Fly worry-free

1) Before flying.

By official disposition you must complete a questionnaire for the identification of risk factors for travelers, which is available when you begin your web-check-in at www.aeromar.mx/es/web-check-in and you can go directly to boarding area for your flight.
2) Arriving at the counter

If you need to go to our counters do not worry, we have all the health and sanitation measures for your safety:

- All our staff use gloves and face coverings.
- The counters are subjected to constant cleaning.
- We have antibacterial gel dispensers at your disposal.
- And we maintain a healthy distance at all times between the documentation staff and our passengers.
3) In the Aeromar lounge.

In our Aeromar lounge we control access to maintain the maximum capacity of people. And once inside we maintain all the social distance measures between our passengers.

Our food bar has closed products, which ensures non-manipulation in its preparation.
4) In the final boarding area.

We have devices to scan the boarding pass and avoid physical contact, you will also find antibacterial gel and we will maintain a healthy distance between our passengers and our staff.
Auxiliary ground transportation to reach the foot of the aircraft is subject to a sanitation process after each journey for your safety. Likewise, a healthy distance between passengers is maintained and larger units are used for your safety.
6) All ATR aircrafts in the Aeromar fleet undergo daily cleaning routines.
7) Hygiene

You will always find antibacterial gel available at all Aeromar contact points.

On board, all our food are sealed products, this ensures non-manipulation in its preparation.

Our flight attendant crews have safety and security protocols for delivering service on board.
Promotional Rate

Initial Flight: 5th October

Rate: $149 usd One Way Including Taxes
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